investing
in people
For nearly 140 years, ExxonMobil has been a leader in innovation, committed to improving quality of life by meeting the critical

In this section

needs of society. We continually work to meet the changing needs of our customers and stakeholders which has been key to

•
•
•
•

2021 highlights

•
•

Developing future leaders

creating long-term shareholder value and critical to our continued success.
Also important to our success is the ability to attract the world’s best talent because our people are our biggest competitive
advantage. Continually developing people and maintaining a strong culture is a core strategic priority and essential to achieving
our long-term objectives.
We remain focused on building a diverse workforce and productive work environment where individual and cultural differences
are respected, where every individual is challenged to deliver their best, and has the opportunity for unrivalled personal and
professional development.
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A place to thrive
Attracting the best talent
 nabling employees to
E
achieve their potential
Harnessing diversity

Relevant SDGs1 tied to this section

2 0 2 1

H IG H LIG H TS

Throughout 2021, the people of ExxonMobil strengthened the company’s
leadership position, consistently demonstrating our core values including care,
courage, and resilience as they helped society recover from the pandemic.
Because of their efforts, ExxonMobil delivered industry-leading safety, reliability,
and financial results in an extremely challenging environment.
OUR GO A LS

OUR A CH I EVEMENTS

A place to thrive

• Expanded benefits to support employees’ well-being
due to COVID-19
• Progressed We are ExxonMobil culture initiative and
expanded employee engagements

Attract the best talent

Enable employees to
reach their full potential

• Awarded #1 most attractive U.S. energy company
for engineering students, #2 globally

COV I D -19

• Strong global acceptance rates

Like many other companies, the severe challenges posed by the pandemic required

• Increased diverse talent across professional pipeline
and wage populations

ExxonMobil to make difficult decisions and take steps to address costs while

• Continued investment in talent through job rotations,
training, and learning

Despite these challenges, the strength of our company enabled us to maintain our

• 500,000 courses delivered in 2021

maintaining a long-term focus.

salary levels and defined benefit pension plans. We also expanded various benefits
to provide additional support to employees, including medical coverage and virtual

Develop future leaders

Harness diversity

• Refreshed leadership training curriculum in support
of We Are ExxonMobil

medical visits, and continued pay for those required to quarantine.

• Increased diversity among executives; women and
U.S. minority representation up 35% since 2017

In addition, recognizing the unprecedented strain on families during the pandemic,

• Fostered inclusive behaviors, embedded
in We are ExxonMobil, and through annual skills
assessments
• E xpanded career advocacy and mentoring programs,
focusing organizational effort
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we provided flexible options for childcare beyond existing childcare support
programs. In the United States, we introduced and made permanent crisis care
mental health support.
Through regular and frequent employee engagements, our supervisors maintained
close contact as we navigated the challenges of the pandemic together.

O U R

w o r k f o r c e

ONE

GLO B A L

IN

N U M B E R S

TE A M

63 countries
63,000 employees
160+ nationalities

NORTH A MER I C A

45%

2

A s ia Pa c i f i c

24%
7%

24%

SOUTH A m e r i c a

E u r o p e , A f r i c a , Midd l e Ea s t
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O U R

WO R KFO R CE

IN

N U M B E R S

PROFESSIONAL
PROFESSIONAL
PROFESSIONAL
PROFESSIONAL
Total
Total
Total
Total
Executive
Executive
Executive
Executive

18,000+ scientists and engineers
29% women in our global workforce

MINORITIES:
MINORITIES:
MINORITIES:
MINORITIES:
Total
Total
Total
Total
Executive
Executive
Executive
Executive

2

40% female professional hires

3

27% minorities in our professional U.S. workforce

4

47% U.S. minority professional hires

3

5% veterans in our total U.S. workforce

4

WORKFORCE : WORLDWIDE
WORKFORCE : WORLDWIDE
WORKFORCEInternational
: WORLDWIDE
WORKFORCEInternational
: WORLDWIDE
International
64%
International
64%

28%
28%
28%
28%

U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
Minority
U.S.
Minority
Minority
27%
Minority
27%

27%
27%
22%
22%
22%
22%

GENDER: WORLDWIDE
GENDER: WORLDWIDE
GENDER: WORLDWIDE
Female
GENDER: WORLDWIDE
Female
Female
Total
34%
Female
Total
34%
Total
34%
Total
34%
Executive
27%
Executive
27%
Executive
27%
Executive
27%

GENDER: U.S.
GENDER: U.S.
GENDER: U.S.
GENDER: U.S.
Total
Total
Total
Total
Executive
Executive
Executive
Executive

Female
Female
Female
28%
Female
28%

28%
28%
29%
29%
29%
29%

64%
64%

U.S.
U.S.
U.S.
36%
U.S.
36%

36%
36%
72%
72%
72%
72%

Non-minority
Non-minority
Non-minority
73%
Non-minority
73%

73%
73%
78%
78%
78%
78%

Male
Male
Male
66%
Male
66%

66%
66%
73%
73%
73%
73%

Male
Male
Male
72%
Male
72%

72%
72%
71%
71%
71%
71%

Data table, see page 17; U.S. workforce data, see also EEO-1 report
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A PL A CE TO T H R IVE
CRE A T I NG SUST A I N A BLE SOLUT I ONS TH A T
I MPROVE Q U A L I TY OF L I FE A N D MEET SOC I ETY ’ S
EVOLV I NG NEE D S
We are committed to improving quality of life by meeting the critical needs of
society. To do that, our strategy focuses on maximizing our competitive advantages

STR A TEG I C T A LENT OB J ECT I VE
We have a diverse and engaged workforce and provide every individual unrivalled
opportunities for personal and professional growth with impactful work meeting
society’s essential needs.

in scale, integration, technology, operational excellence – and our people – to build
globally competitive businesses.
The people of ExxonMobil are our most important competitive advantage. Our
success, current and future, is based on the talent, ingenuity, and hard work of
our people; fueled by pride in what we do and what we stand for.
Continually developing our people and maintaining a strong culture are core
strategic priorities and absolutely essential to achieving our long-term objectives.
We remain focused on building a diverse workforce and productive work
environment where individual and cultural differences are respected, where every
individual is challenged to deliver their best, and everyone has the opportunity
for unrivalled personal and professional development.

STRONG CULTURE . STRONG FUTURE .

• We are proud to be part of ExxonMobil
• We treat everyone with respect
• We value our people, customers, partners, and communities
• We work hard and have fun
• We listen, learn, and adapt
• We are committed to high standards, operations excellence, and business integrity
• We consistently outperform competition
Our culture is underpinned by our Standards of Business Conduct, which support
our commitment to provide equal employment opportunities and prohibit
discrimination in the workplace.
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W E A RE E X X ONMOB I L

E X PECT A T I ONS OF LE A D ERS

ExxonMobil has a strong culture that has underpinned our success for decades.

SET	CREATE	
INSPIRE AND	PROMOTE	COMPETE
	STANDARDS	CLARITY	MOTIVATE	
INNOVATION	TO WIN

Our culture framework, We are ExxonMobil, articulates our core values and
BEH A V I OR A L S K I LLS

leadership expectations, necessary to position the company for long-term success.
It also outlines key skills that apply to all employees.
Around the world, we share a commitment to excellence in pursuit of our common

Adapts | Communicates effectively | Develops others | Manages risks
Analytical | Courage of conviction | Focuses on customers | Promotes inclusion
Applies learning | Creates business value and competes to win in the marketplace | Innovates

goals. Our expectations of leaders steer the actions and development of our leaders

Shows initiative | Collaborates | Makes sound decisions | Strategic

to achieve business results that meet and exceed our strategic business objectives.
CORE V A LUES

Our culture is enabled by a strong focus on leadership and key talent systems,
including performance assessment, on-the-job experiences, and formal training.
Redesign of our formal leadership learning programs started in 2021. These courses,
developed in partnership with the University of Michigan and the University of
North Carolina, are designed to help our supervisors and managers fully embrace
We are ExxonMobil, connect it with our strategic priorities, and unlock the full
potential of our workforce.

INTEGRITY

CARE

COURAGE

EXCELLENCE

RESILIENCE

Be honest
and ethical

Be responsible
and inclusive

Take initiative and
make a difference

Hold ourselves
to high standards

Be determined
and persevere

Do what
is right

Look after
each other

Think boldly
and act with
conviction

Be thoughtful,
thorough, and
disciplined

Be purposeful
and steadfast in
our principles

Contribute to the
well-being of our
communities and
the environment

Take personal
ownership

“We strive to maintain a diverse workforce and foster a productive work environment where
individual and cultural differences are respected and valued. We challenge our people to
contribute fully, maintain courage of conviction, and adhere to the highest standards of excellence
and integrity. We embrace learning, flexibility, and innovation to meet society’s evolving needs
and outperform competition.“
– Darren W. Woods, Chairman & Chief Executive Officer
6
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RE W A R D S A N D W ELL - BE I NG
We prioritize the health and well-being of our employees, which in turn supports
their quality of life and productivity while at work. ExxonMobil’s compensation
and benefit programs support the company’s approach to attracting and retaining
the best talent for a lifelong career through a market-competitive total package.
Compensation is highly differentiated by individual performance and builds over
a career. In addition, benefit programs address employee needs throughout their
careers and into retirement. Retirement plans form an integral part of this offering
and are underpinned by the enduring financial strength of the company.
Ensuring access to affordable health care helps employees effectively manage
their health and reduces related financial concerns. Through our Culture of Health
program, we provide employees with health education, disease-management
assistance, resilience training, and fitness programs. We have implemented the
Culture of Health program in 33 countries, and recently expanded the program in
Cyprus, New Zealand, and Poland. Culture of Health was key to supporting mental
health initiatives worldwide during the pandemic.
A confidential employee health advisory program is available at no cost and provides
employees with access to professional counseling in a safe, confidential environment
for an array of personal and mental health services.
ExxonMobil also offers a variety of workplace flexibility programs to maintain
engagement and maximize productivity by addressing individual employee needs.
Examples include paid parental time off, adaptable workplace arrangements,
modified work weeks, part-time employment, and adjustable work hours.

“Our commitment to our employees runs deep.
We demonstrate this through substantial investment
in benefits to support employees and their families in
every stage of life. These benefits align with and support
the company’s core principles and business strategy,
and are designed to attract and retain talented employees
for a long-term career.“
– Tracey C. Gunnlaugsson, Vice President, Human Resources
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at t ra c t i n g t h e b e s t ta l e n t
ExxonMobil strives to recruit exceptional talent from diverse backgrounds.
key competitive advantages and take decades to build.

Exx o n M o b i l “ T o p i n I n d u s t r y ” f o r
M o s t At t r a c t i v e U . S . E m p l o y e r b y
t h e 2 0 2 1 U n i v e r s u m A n n u a l A wa r d s

We have been consistently rated a top engineering employer among industry

The Universum Annual Award is based on a survey of more

peers with enduring recruiting and internship programs for both professional and

than 51,000 U.S. college students who are actively engaged

manufacturing disciplines. Many of these programs have been in place for over

in engineering, business, sciences, and IT disciplines.

30 years. For example, our technician trainees program in Malaysia has been running

“It is an honor to be highlighted as one of the best in our field especially among

for more than 35 years consecutively. Over the years, graduates of this program

such an important pool of potential employees and interns,” said Jennifer

have become members of our local operations leadership team.

Shenefelt, U.S. recruiting manager. “Universum data offers insight into what

Our internships give students opportunities to apply classroom skills and concepts

prospective employees are looking for, and we are excited to be recognized

in the workplace, gain valuable exposure to their chosen field of study, and obtain

as a premier employer in the industry.”

practical work experience while expanding their professional network. Over the

“This award is a direct reflection of ExxonMobil’s recruiting model among

past two years, despite the personal and professional challenges brought on by the

students, which includes significant engagement with existing employees to

pandemic, we have been able to sustain our professional internships virtually in

help prospective candidates better understand our company,” said Shenefelt.

many locations around the world.

“We are grateful for our dynamic employees who volunteer their time to

Our complex operations require deep technical skills and capabilities that are

EXXONMOBIL
ENERGY

BY ENGINEERING STUDENTS

SCAN TO VERIFY

engage and connect with new talent joining the workforce. They are the

No.1
U.S. ENERGY COMPANY
– UNIVERSUM
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best advocates of ExxonMobil’s innovative, creative, and dynamic work
environment.”

CRE A T I NG P A TH W A YS FOR D I VERSE LOC A L T A LENT
Our complex operations require deep technical skills and capabilities that take time
to build. Nearly 60% of our professional workforce have technical degrees, including
from scientific and engineering disciplines. In filling these critical roles, we strive to hire
diverse candidates. Our programs are designed to improve access to diverse talent in
the scientific and engineering disciplines which traditionally have presented a lower

Exx o n M o b i l SPONSORS
FUTURE GENER AT I ONS OF
D I VERSE I N D USTRY LE A D ER s
ExxonMobil’s financial aid and internship
programs play an important role in

availability of diverse candidates. This has a direct impact on the overall diversity of

identifying diverse talent.

our workforce.

Since 2000, ExxonMobil has invested $1.25 billion globally in preparing
students for careers in science, technology, engineering and mathematics,

Professional hiring3

also known as STEM. As a part of this investment, ExxonMobil supports

Since 2014, we have consistently hired female and U.S. minority candidates for

programs that help underrepresented students pursue careers at ExxonMobil

professional roles at levels above availability.5 38% of our professional hires in U.S. were

and in the broader oil and gas industry.

women, compared to availability 5 of 31%. 47% of our professional hires in the U.S.

ExxonMobil’s Future Leaders Academy is one such example in the United

were minorities, with 20% Asian, 8% Black/African American, and 14% Hispanic/Latino,

States. Since 2013, we have sponsored scholarships for high-achieving

compared to availability 5 of 10% Asian, 7% Black/African-American, and 10% Hispanic/Latino.

sophomore and junior engineering students from organizations such as
the Society of Hispanic Professional Engineers, National Action Council for

PROFESSIONAL HIRES – 2019-2021
Global Male

Global Female

Minorities in Engineering, and Future of STEM Scholars Initiative. In addition
U.S. Non-minority

U.S. Minority

to scholarships, the Future Leaders Academy includes a mentorship program,
internship opportunities, and visits to ExxonMobil facilities.
Students in the 2021 academy class visited ExxonMobil’s Houston campus
where they met with academy alumni and heard from a number of company

2019

2019

2020

2020

2021

2021

leaders including Jack Williams, a senior vice president and program sponsor
on the corporation’s management committee.
“A talent pool diverse in background, thought and experience is critical if we
are to bring forward the best solutions possible to lead in a lower-emissions
future,” Williams said. “I’m proud that ExxonMobil runs programs like the

40%

47%

GLOBAL WOMEN
HIRES

U.S. MINORITY
HIRES
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57%

HAVE TECHNICAL
DEGREES

57%

HIRES WITH PRIOR
WORK EXPERIENCE
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Future Leaders Academy to enable students from all backgrounds to join our
industry and help us find solutions to some of society’s biggest challenges.”
More about ExxonMobil’s support of STEM education, at our Careers website.

SPOTLIG H T :

A

D IVE R SE

U . S .

W A GE

T A LENT

PIPELINE

Our U.S. manufacturing sites are home to nearly 5,000 wage employees, with 70% based in our Gulf Coast facilities. As a large employer in the region,
we are committed to contribute to the development of local, diverse wage talent.

Our Focus
ExxonMobil is working to expand the wage talent pool by creating pathways for
local diverse students to gain access to quality education and training programs that
prepare them for key opportunities in industry.
We leverage the scale of our industry by partnering with associations such as the
American Petroleum Institute (API) to develop key programs.
We are also expanding high-quality partnerships with local community and technical
colleges to provide scholarships and curriculum input.

Partnership with API
ExxonMobil is an active member of the API Diversity, Equity & Inclusion working
group, supporting strategies for increased diverse representation in our industry.
In July 2020, industry partners agreed to progress further targeted initiatives:
Job readiness program • Utilizing API’s Global Industry Services core expertise to
develop an entry-level workforce training and certification program to help fill skill
gaps and diversify the talent pool. First registration is planned in mid-2022.
Wage recruitment program • Pilot in partnership with Opportunity@Work, which
focuses on creating job opportunities in our industry for diverse talent via skillsbased hiring and targets candidates from alternative non-degree pathways. It will be
piloted in the Houston area in the second half of 2022.

In collaboration with Baton Rouge Community College, ExxonMobil recently launched a process
technician internship program.

Partnership with local communities and technical colleges
For many years, we have progressed several initiatives that continue to yield tangible
results in growing diverse talent that benefits our industry and company.
Baytown, Texas • Community College Petrochemical Initiative supports recruitment
activities and partnership with nine Houston-area community colleges.
Beaumont, Texas • Early College High School program allows Beaumont ISD
students to complete associate degrees in process operation, instrumentation, and
other vocational disciplines while completing their high school diploma.
Corpus Christi, Texas • Internship program encourages students to pursue
skilled craft careers.
Baton Rouge, Louisiana • Our North Baton Rouge Industrial Training Initiative,
in place since 2012, helps students acquire skills needed to compete for industrial
jobs. This initiative is a collaboration with industry contractor firms and the local

Through our partnership with API, we are also engaged in expanding our supplier

community college, and is recognized as one of the top three public-private

diversity initiatives. We provide more detail in our Sustainability Report – Promoting

workforce programs in the United States. Our wage intern program with the local

Supplier Diversity.

community college started in 2020 and provides valuable industry experience to
local students.
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EN A B LING
E M PLOY EES TO
A C H IEVE T H EI R
POTENTI A L
I NVEST I NG I N PEOPLE FOR LONG - TERM C A REERS
Our employees have expertise in a wide range of disciplines, including engineering,
finance, mathematics, chemistry, and biology, to name just a few. Because it takes
decades to build key capabilities within our global workforce, ExxonMobil invests
in people for long-term careers. This includes work assignments, on-the-job
experiences, and focused training and education. This approach to development

CELEBR A T I NG A F I RST - EVER
6 0 YE A RS OF SERV I CE
Barbara Beckmann, senior economics adviser
at our Baton Rouge Refinery, recently celebrated
60 years of service with ExxonMobil.

takes significant investment and is critically important in maintaining our competitive

Barbara is the first employee globally to ever reach

advantages and achieving our strategic objectives.

this milestone. She began her career with Humble
Oil in Baton Rouge after becoming the first female

Our leaders and supervisors understand their responsibility to develop all employees
to their full potential. Employees have an individual development plan, informed by
annual skills assessments, which guides them in achieving their career aspirations.

engineering student to graduate from the University of Mississippi in 1961.
Barbara is a trailblazer and champion for inclusion, innovation, and mentorship.
She’s seen firsthand the impact of mentors on her career, and has spent the

The organizational changes we made in 2022 to streamline our businesses will

past 60 years giving back, guiding and investing in other young employees –

enable our employees to obtain experiences, leadership, and technical capabilities

living out some of the very core values that make ExxonMobil what it is today.

that equip them to work on a broader portfolio of opportunities than ever before.

“I want to help people reach their full potential. I like to see people happy
in their jobs and try to ensure they get a wide variety of experiences. I think
mentorship is the best calling in the world. I love being able to influence and
push people to get outside their comfort zone and get better.”
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A C A REER - OR I ENTE D A PPRO A CH
We provide meaningful opportunities for our employees to continuously develop
the skills and capabilities necessary to succeed and achieve their potential. This takes

13 career communities

significant investment in talent development. It requires a deliberate approach to
career planning to offer unparalleled opportunities, formalized skills, and leadership
training in support of on-the-job learning. Average length of service for career

~1,500 functional skills

employees who retire with ExxonMobil is more than 30 years.
Our career-oriented, individually tailored development approach results in many
employees moving to new roles about every three years. For many employees this
may also include an opportunity to work abroad.
In addition to new assignment opportunities, employees formally assess skills

30 years average

length of service for retirees

annually to inform individual development and learning plans as well as possible
next job assignments. Employees and supervisors engage in ongoing career
development discussions to remain aligned on career aspirations, development
opportunities, and future roles.

1in 5 employees

rotates jobs each year, on average

Through ongoing talent reviews and robust succession planning, we evaluate
capabilities and identify the talent pools we need to succeed now and in the future.
Training includes both classroom-based learning and open-access digital learning
options, providing our employees the opportunity to sharpen requisite skills at
their own pace.
Our leadership learning programs enable our supervisors and managers to
learn from executive leaders and peers as part of the We are ExxonMobil framework
and deepen their understanding of how it connects to the company’s strategic
priorities.
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~2,500 expatriates

and rotators on foreign assignment at any given time

73,000 training participants

d e v e l o p i n g f u t ur e l e ad e r s
Developing the company’s future leaders is vital given the complex and long-

We focus on individualized development plans, prioritize targeted skills and

term nature of our business. The decisions our executives make and the risks

capabilities, and ensure employees get the right assignments at the appropriate

they manage play out over time horizons that are often decades in length.

stage in their careers to ensure readiness to assume larger executive level roles.
These plans evolve as performance is demonstrated and leadership potential

Leadership development ensures we have the necessary skills and capabilities to

is tested.

deliver on our business strategies and facilitates development of the next generation

The senior leadership team reviews these plans annually along with the overall

of leaders. Given the size and scale of ExxonMobil, developing these leaders requires

health of our leadership pipeline and succession plans. This also includes a review

a thoughtful and rigorous approach.

of key indicators to ensure rate and pace of development progresses as intended.

Identification of future leaders begins in the early stages of employment. We look for

ExxonMobil’s board of directors plays an important role in leadership development

employees who have the capability and willingness to contribute at senior levels of

and leadership continuity. Our CEO leads an annual review with the board on the

our organization throughout a long career.

succession plans for key leadership positions and diversity of our leadership pipeline.

J a n e t Ma t s u s h i ta , SEN I OR V I CE PRES I D ENT g l o b a l o p e r a t i o n s , r e c o g n i z e d wi t h
G l o b a l L e ad e r s h i p A wa r d f r o m S o c i e t y o f W o m e n E n g i n e e r s
The Global Leadership Award honors a woman with at least 15 years of professional experience in an international STEM-based business or
organization, and in so doing, serves as a role model to women engineers and technologists worldwide. “I am thrilled to have received the Global
Leadership Award from the Society of Women Engineers,” Janet said. “Far more than an individual recognition, this represents the combined efforts
of countless managers, peers, and team members throughout my career working together to accomplish outstanding results. I am honored and
humbled to have been selected as an example for what can be achieved through diversity, collaboration, and hard work.”
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D I VERSE LE A D ERSH I P T A LENT

U . S . T A LENT P I PEL I NE D I VERS I TY

By sourcing talent from nearly all countries in which we operate, we have over

We have seen significant progress in diverse representation in U.S. executive

30 nationalities represented in our executive population. We focus on identifying

and corporate leadership since 2017, an increase of 35%.

talent early and developing employees throughout their careers to reach their

ExxonMobil U.S. female and minority representation levels compare well

highest potential.

within the oil & gas industry and relative to broader industries when considering

We periodically assess how our talent programs and initiatives are affecting

availability of the required degrees for our business. Our data consists of

proportionate diversity throughout our talent pipeline, from entry level to the

U.S. payroll employees globally, including those on assignment outside the U.S.

most senior positions. Proportionate diversity means we maintain a broadly

This scope provides a more complete view of our talent pipeline relative to

consistent diversity mix throughout our talent pipeline and considers availability

the U.S. EEO-1 report.

in the talent market.
We monitor the overall mix of our global workforce, including how women and

U.S. TALENT PIPELINE – EXXONMOBIL 6

U.S. minorities are advancing through the organization and progressing to more

Women of Color

senior roles. Since 2011, our female and U.S. minority executive representation

52.6%

White Women

Men of Color

White Men

59.2%

61.1%

57.4%

17.5%

14.5%

14.1%

15.4%

17.7%

20.6%

7.8%

6.7%

7.9%

63.2%

is up more than 80%. Our goal is to meet or exceed availability within 5 years.
We achieve this by focusing on strong execution of our talent processes: early
identification of talent, execution of development plans, and timely promotions.

18.6%

These actions are supplemented with career advocacy and mentoring intended

17.9%

to build skills.

10.9%

Goal: Meet or exceed availability within 5 years
5

ENTRY LEVEL

MANAGER

SR MANAGER

10.5%
26.3%

VP – SVP

CORP LEADER

Professional
Executive Level
Workforce
			
		
2021
2017
2021
Executive
Availability 5

			Senior 		Corp
Comparator Data6	Entry Level	Manager	Manager	VP-SVP	Leader

Women, global

31%

27%

20%

34%

U.S. Women

U.S. Minorities

30%

22%

16%

27%

Oil & Gas

38%

25%

23%

20-21%

10%

– Asian

10%

8%

5%

9%

ExxonMobil

29%

23%

24%

29%

26%

U.S. Minorities
Broad industries, indexed

25%

21%

18%

12-15%

12%

ExxonMobil

30%

25%

21%

22%

11%

– Black/African-American
– Hispanic/Latino
International

7%

6%

5%

7%

10%

7%

6%

10%

–

28%

30%

64%

120
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100
80

H A R NESSING D IVE R SIT Y
ExxonMobil is committed to building and sustaining a diverse workforce.
Diversity strengthens us by promoting unique viewpoints and challenges
each of us to think beyond our traditional frames of reference.
We leverage diversity to create competitive advantage, enabling teams and
individuals to be more innovative, resilient, and better equipped to navigate the
complex and evolving global energy and chemical landscape. Diversity is not a
stand-alone activity; it is embedded in our core values, our approach to how
we develop talent, and the culture to which we aspire. We expect our leaders to
demonstrate behaviors that foster inclusive and productive work environments.

EMPLOYEE RESOURCE GROUPS
ExxonMobil encourages participation in Employee Resource Groups. These groups
support recruitment efforts, new hire orientation, professional development, and
mentorship. Each of our Employee Resource Groups has a senior leader sponsor.
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D I VERS I TY FR A ME W OR K
PR I NC I PLES

• Inclusive culture where diversity is respected and valued
• Workforce and leadership reflect communities and culture where we operate
• Opportunity to achieve full potential and excel based on contributions
and performance

• Development shared responsibility between supervisor and employee
• Meritocracy with consistent, uniform, and unbiased treatment
• Industry competitive compensation
A PPRO A CH

• Work with local schools, community colleges, universities, and national
organizations to grow and recruit available talent

• Maintain consistent development to sustain proportionate diversity along
development pipeline

• Hire female and minority talent at or above availability
• Steward development pipeline
• Ensure strong line accountability with HR support

CULTUR A L A W A RENESS
ExxonMobil’s reach is extensive, with facilities and product marketing in most of the world’s countries. Our employees span the globe and share a commitment to excellence in
pursuit of the company’s strategic objectives. Ultimately, our culture and values define and bind us.
The company’s global business context provides employees the opportunity to think beyond traditional frames of reference and requires effective cross-cultural collaboration.
This begins with a genuine interest to better understand work culture and the preferences of diverse colleagues. Throughout the year we celebrate the heritage and uniqueness
each of our employees brings as we work together to provide society with essential products.
“Be yourself. We need all kinds
of people in this company,
so embrace your personal
strengths and understand your
development opportunities.”
–K
 risty Walker, Manager,
Global Cash Management

“When everyone gets to
contribute and share their unique
viewpoints or skill sets, we will
end up with better solutions to
the complex challenges of our
business.”
–K
 ok-Yew See, VP,
Environmental & Property
Solutions
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“Human creativity and ingenuity is
a quality that exists in all of us. Let’s
bring our best collective thinking
together to address the significant
energy and climate challenges the
world faces today.”
– Prasenjeet Ghosh, Engineering &
Technology Integration Manager

“What we bring to the company, in the
form of ideas, is largely influenced by
our past experiences, backgrounds
and who we are as people. Having
more diversity of thoughts and ways
of approaching a problem leads
us to better solutions.”
– Cynthia Leong, Modern Apps &
Platform Manager, Argentina IT Lead

“As a leader in manufacturing, I have
the opportunity to partner with
our communities to develop local
talent. Hiring people from different
backgrounds and unleashing their
ingenuity helps us successfully make
products that matter to society.”
– Rozena Dendy,
Beaumont Refinery Manager
“The ability to create an environment
of trust, inclusion, authenticity and
empathy are vital leadership skills.
Effective leadership defines the
business challenges, sets clear priorities,
and encourages constructive debate.”
– Michael Deal, VP, Upstream
Technology Portfolio

“When we truly value our
differences, we start to understand
what unites us. Celebrating
diversity is what brings ExxonMobil
together, driving us to compete
to win through industry-leading
collaboration and innovation.”

“Hispanic culture is rooted in
principles of hard work, resiliency,
as well as respect and care for
others. I am proud of being
Latino and leveraging my
cultural heritage to help deliver
business value.”

“In an evolving world with
unprecedented challenges, it’s more
important than ever for our company
to bring more creativity, innovation,
and resilience. Diversity of thought and
inclusion of different perspectives are
key enablers to make this happen.”

– Colin Delaney,
Business Support Supervisor

– Luis Mendez, Americas Asphalt
Technical Advisor

– Sahar Mahmood, Americas
Procurement Manager
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PE R FO R M A NCE

D A T A

T A B LE

Metric

2021

2020

2019

2018

2017

Number of regular employees at year end2 (thousands)

63

72

75

71

70

Percent International – global workforce2

64

60

60

60

60

Percent women – global workforce2

29

29

29

29

28

Percent professional women – global

34

34

34

34

33

Percent executive women – global

27

24

22

20

20

Percent professional U.S. minorities

27

28

27

26

25

Percent executive U.S. minorities

22

20

18

17

16

5

5

5

4

4

Women – global

40

40

37

37

41

U.S. minorities

47

43

37

35

32

U.S. Asian

20

16

14

13

12

8

9

8

7

7

14

14

11

12

11

Number of participants in corporate and technical training (thousands)

73

78

88

87

98

Total corporate and technical training expenditures (millions of dollars)

19

34

77

62

94

Workforce composition

Percent U.S. veterans4
Hiring 3 (percent professional new hires)

U.S. Black/African-American
U.S. Hispanic/Latino
Training
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FOOTNOTES / GLOSS A RY OF TERMS
The United Nations adopted the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) to achieve significant
progress on global economic, social, and environmental challenges by 2030. Although directed at
governments, the private sector and civil society play an important role in support of governments’
national plans. ExxonMobil contributes to certain aspects of all 17 SDGs.

1

Global workforce is defined as all active, regular executive, management, professional, technical
(EMPT), and wage employees who work full-time or part-time for ExxonMobil and are covered by
ExxonMobil’s benefit plans and programs. Employees at our company-operated retail stores are
not included.

2

3

Professional hires are employees hired as EMPT.
U.S. workforce is defined as all active, regular executive, management, professional, technical,
and wage employees on the U.S payroll who work full-time or part-time for ExxonMobil and are
covered by ExxonMobil’s benefit plans and programs. Employees at our company-operated retail
stores are not included. U.S. workforce is a broader definition than EEO-1 report scope, which
excludes U.S. payroll employees on assignment outside the United States.

4

Availability is the rate at which the defined group can be sourced in external hiring market in the U.S.,
based on governmental data and degree / experience hiring mix.

5

ExxonMobil talent pipeline analysis uses McKinsey & Company “Women in the workplace” report,
2021. Broad industries U.S. minority data is indexed to normalize for differences in labor market
availability based on government data. ExxonMobil data includes all U.S. payroll employees globally,
including those on assignment outside the U.S., as of December 2021. This provides us a more
complete view of the talent pipeline aligned with our philosophy on talent development. EEO-1 data
is as of December 2020, limited in scope, and provides less granularity. ExxonMobil VP-SVP includes
all executives with the exception of those classified as corporate leader.

6
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Exxon Mobil Corporation has numerous affiliates, many with
names that include ExxonMobil, Exxon, Mobil, Esso, and XTO.
For convenience and simplicity, those terms and terms such as
Corporation, company, our, we, and its are sometimes used as
abbreviated references to specific affiliates or affiliate groups.
Abbreviated references describing global or regional operational
organizations, and global or regional business lines are also
sometimes used for convenience and simplicity. Similarly,
ExxonMobil has business relationships with thousands of
customers, suppliers, governments, and others. For convenience
and simplicity, words such as venture, joint venture, partnership,
co-venturer, and partner are used to indicate business and other
relationships involving common activities and interests, and those
words may not indicate precise legal relationships.
The following are trademarks, service marks, or proprietary
process names of Exxon Mobil Corporation or one of its affiliates:
Exxon, ExxonMobil, ExxonMobil Low Carbon Solutions, Mobil,
Mobil 1, and Mobil EV.
Who we are | ExxonMobil
Career opportunities | ExxonMobil

